The abundance of predicted and mined but uncertain biological data show huge needs for massive, efficient and scalable curation efforts. The human expertise warranted by any successful curation enterprize is often economically prohibitive especially for speculative end user queries that may not ultimately bear fruit. So the challenge remains in devising a low cost engine capable of delivering fast but tentative annotation and curation of a set of data items that can be authoritatively validated by experts later demanding significantly small investment. The aim thus is to make a large volume of predicted data available for use as early as possible with an acceptable degree of confidence in their accuracy while the curation continues. In this paper, we present a novel approach to annotation and curation of biological database contents using crowd computing. The technical contribution is in the identification and management of trust of mechanical turks, and support for ad hoc declarative queries, both of which are leveraged to support reliable analytics using noisy predicted interactions.
Introduction
Protein-protein interactions (PPI) are one of the central biological activities in almost all cellular processes. Thus, accurate structural and functional annotations of PPI are vital to understand their biological and pathological implications for new therapeutics design [19] . PPI network analyses are also often used to computationally predict protein functions to decipher molecular mechanisms and biological processes as an inexpensive alternative to more expensive laboratory methods [25] . PPI networks essentially provide a systems-level understanding of the underlying disease mechanisms, metabolic functions, help identify novel bio-markers, etc. [28] . Collection, curation and maintenance of such networks thus play a critical role in biological data analysis in today's post-genomic era.
To this end, researchers have been collecting interaction data to store in databases and annotate them for various applications for sometime [31, 22] . Integrating predicted and less accurate inter- action data with more reliable laboratory tested data has been an approach essentially to increase the coverage of the network analyses for novel discoveries [34] . To expedite discovery, researchers have been increasingly adopting more predicted interactions [29] into their analyses obtained from high throughput data generation systems such as next generation sequencing [30] , yeast two-hybrid screens [24, 18] mass spectrometry [32] and literature mining [9] . Unfortunately the high error rates in these predicted data sets invite two major challenges. First, use of these datasets render the analysis highly speculative and often wrong. Secondly, until these datasets are curated [5] beyond an acceptable level of certainty, they essentially remain less than useful.
Manual or machine curation of these predicted interactions is often a monumental task. Additionally, autonomous [2] , semi-autonomous [10] and manual curation [14] have varying degrees of accuracy rates along with their respective scale factors. The BioCreative II effort [13] recently studied the difficulties associated with the curation and annotation process of PPI data. difficulty of obtaining meaningful and accurate curation, and the scopes that exist to design novel ways to curate or use the uncurated interactions. The need is so pressing that it motivated the desperate attempt to even manually curate about 88,000 documents [7] . In this paper, our goal is addressing this niche and propose a method to make uncurated interaction data meaningfully usable in an evolving database.
An Illustrative Example using STRING and eIST
Consider extracting all interactors of the Serine/threonine-protein kinase STE11 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae from the interaction database STRING [31] . STRING supports multiple types of queries to search all known and predicted interactors of a given set of proteins or gene products. Assuming that we have four contributing curators, or sources, in this example databaseRuss, Fred, Karen and Maria in this order, and of course the special system source T, the tuple <STE11,STE7,S. pombe,Phosphorylation@1010> in Archive means that Russ and Karen con-tributed this tuple, and the validity and reliability of it now depends on the combined relia- dict. The source vector T is a special system source which is always correct, and thus is the n + 1th
source. Therefore, for the tuple <BCK1,MKK1,S. cerevisiae,Phosphorylation @0100>, vector <0100> in reality is <01000> and for tuple <BCK1,MKK1, S. cerevisiae, Activation@T>, it is <00001>, with the proviso that whenever n + 1 bit of a vector is 1, the rest must be zeros, it is 0 otherwise.
The basic IST model was introduced earlier in [27] , and the algebraic model and reliability calculation method of eIST has been later devised by Jamil and Sadri in [11] to accommodate the time varying nature of source reliability based on past performance. In these two works, it had been
shown that these models are capable of associating a confidence score to any query tuple computed using arbitrary Select Project Join (SPJ) query based on eIST relations. The eIST model includes source vector manipulations for all basic relational algebra operations, and a reliability calculation algorithm based on source credibility. These models provide the ability to determine the provenance of each query tuple. That is, how the tuple was obtained and which sources contributed.
In itself, it is a valuable tool for explaining how the answer was derived. In addition, a probability or certainty factor can be computed for each query tuple using the provenance. IST and eIST use solid mathematical probability theory for the probability calculation. But it is easy to accommodate other approaches [15] , such as the fuzzy logic technique, for the computation of certainty factors.
We omit a detailed discussion of these models here for brevity and refer the readers to [11, 27] for an in-depth discussion. proach. Note that in the fuzzy logic approach, the certainty factor of this tuple is computed as the higher reliability of contributing sources, namely, 0.85. Fuzzy logic formulation may be relevant in some applications, and eIST can accommodate either approach depending on users preference.
However, the observation we would like to make here is that the three views, i.e., actions, evidence and confidence, that STRING generates can be easily constructed from an eIST database with the added benefit of a time varying confidence score in a dynamic fashion. The partitioning of the tuples in Predict and Facts also makes it possible to start using raw data without serious expert curation as soon as they become available in Predict and need not be in Facts. The eight evidential attributes in figure 1(b) STRING uses to assign a confidence score in figure 1(c) can each be modeled as a source and their combined reliability can be used to generate a network similar to figure 1(c) in eIST. We leverage this observation in this paper to propose a new crowdsourced curation model for PPI networks using a declarative query language, called CureQL.
Using CrowdDB for Content Gathering from People
Leveraging crowd participation for content gathering is the principal focus of databases such as CrowdDB [8] and Qurk [16] . They support a declarative language to initiate crowd participation for specific data items or human observations such as subjective comparison of images. They also support several ancillary functions to manage the collection process at the systems level including language support for managing Human Intelligent Task (HIT) and HIT assignments, active time of the crowd queries, and query specific fabrication of the query interfaces. We adapt CrowdSQL (see [8] for more details) supported in CrowdDB as a substrate for CureQL to inherit its inherent simplicity and leverage its powerful features.
In the examples in figure 3 , the to columns extracted corresponding to a table with crowd columns. For example, the query q 1 in figure 3 asks the crowd to supply entire rows and add to the existing Interaction table since the entire table is crowd enabled. However, the query q 2 asks for only the the missing values (identified with the presence of a CNULL, or crowd NULL value) for the columns name and date. Both queries, however, will finally select only the tuples that satisfy the corresponding selection conditions.
CrowdCure Approach and Contributions
While the CrowdDB and eIST frameworks individually support some of the complementary features we envision in a community curation system, several additional features are still necessary to develop an end to end working system, we call CrowdCure. For example, support for the use of specific extraction tools on target data sources, assignment of desired and relevant curators to sets of predicted data, organizing the curators in an expertise hierarchy, etc. within a declarative setting to aid ad hoc queries.
From an end user standpoint, we expect a user to be able to pose both ad hoc traditional eIST, We, therefore, adopt the provision of explicit invocation of crowd curation features even on crowd enabled tables. We believe this approach is pragmatic and ensures flexible use of the underlying database to suit the application semantics as needed. Thus from a systems standpoint, we support an interface in which users can issue any mix of extraction, curation and analysis queries directly using a declarative language. In extraction queries, linguistic features are supported to specify mining tools, set of documents, and to partition extraction tasks for groups of curators organized in a hierarchy. Visual interfaces are supported for each of these tasks. For analysis queries, the traditional features of eIST becomes handy. The approach also supports separation of extraction from a hierarchical curation, and as soon as the data are available for curation, they can be used in queries. As the curation progresses, their reliability improves (positively or negatively) and are reflected in the composite SPJ query response in a dynamic temporal fashion. Finally, another desirable feature of CrowdCure is the ability of eIST to display the current reliabilities it has determined for all sources. We allow users to override eIST reliabilities and supply their own reliabilities for one or more sources if they wish. We also support, among other features, "what-if" queries allowing users to experiment with the effects of changing source reliabilities.
Related Research
In CrowdCure, we are dealing with research challenges in two orthogonal axes -crowd curation, and assignment of reliability to curated interaction data. A related issue is how to quantify trust of computed results of arbitrary queries using the base inaccurate data curated by numerous potentially unreliable experts. The challenge is to marry these two orthogonal advances into one single coherent platform for reliable crowd curation and supporting queries with quantifiable reliability in a user transparent manner.
Collaborative or crowd computing rely on social participation of masses toward a common goal such as content curation. Two most widely employed curation types are expert-based annotation and machine generated classification. Traditionally, however, the curation was solely an expert's job. Algorithmic curation, on the other hand, ranks curation items such as relevant web pages for search queries or produce recommendations on e-commerce databases for user consumptions.
In contrast the voting based annotation commonly employed in e-commerce applications is high in popularity due to its simplicity and amenability to natural ranking [3] because the upvote and downvote based ranking of curation overcomes a few drawbacks of expert-based curation (cost of experts and scale) and algorithm based curation (inflexibility of algorithms of content types).
However, the voting based curation has not been shown to be effective in technical content ranking which demand their understanding scientifically. Technically, interaction annotation require human understanding of an interaction pair in a document that is potentially confusing and fundamentally distinct from an overall likability of an entire document or a piece of item. In other words, technical curation usually involves extraction of structured data with various attributes from texts to be stored in a structured database such as relational database. Research in collecting structured data has gained its due attention recently [23] . In these research, turks are asked to identify structured data in texts in order to populate structured tables in ways similar to extracting interaction data from free texts [29] . The process of extracting interaction data by turks is facilitated by suitable mining and text highlighting interfaces in some research to help extract quality data [26, 21] . Several research also tried to quantify the quality or reliability of extracted data in some fashion [1] , and several adopted an alternative method of algorithmic validation of extracted data [10, 2] . An entirely different approach avoids assignment of reliability to or validation of extracted data by computationally choosing reliable turks in the first place [4] . Our understanding is that none of these approaches scale well for large data sets, exhibit unreliable certainty assignment and skewed quantification [33] .
CureQL Language and its Semantics
Technically, CureQL extends CrowdSQL in two ways: as shown in figure 4 , (i) it introduces the notion of SOURCE KEY in the CREATE TABLE and CREATE CROWD TABLE statements to declare a set of attributes to be identifiers a la object-oriented systems to be used as curator identities, and
(ii) it introduces an optional USING ON clause with an optional LIMIT and a mandatory SOURCE subclause, with the proviso that the SOURCE subclause may be used with the USING clause globally, or with the GROUP BY clause for every partition locally.
Consider the use of USING ON clause and the SOURCE subclause in query q 3 in figure 4 . USING subclause has no effect on a query if it does not include a crowd column or the table is not a crowd ChiliBot [6] is another example), which requires an input I papers. The ON modifier is optional to allow analytics without input needs. However, the analytics must return all the crowd columns for the SELECT query to be successful. Since USING is an extraction operation, and all extracted data possibly are predictions (all crowd contributions are treated as uncertain), all tuples now must be tagged with a set of contributing sources or curators. In CrowdQL, the first set of contributors are also treated as curators. This tagging is accomplished using the mandatory SOURCE subclause.
The SOURCE BEFORE subclause expects an arbitrary but totally ordered sets of source keys to serve as the contributing or curating experts of the predicted data. Each scheme R i of relations r i in the subclause of the form SOURCE r 1 BEFORE . . . BEFORE r k must contain a unique SOURCE KEY. The projection of the SOURCE KEYs are the assigned curators for each extracted tuple in the Predict set. However, the set of curators in r j are strictly at a higher level than the curators in set r i for any i < j and are more credible. As query q 3 shows, CureQL supports supplying these sets as either a ground relation, a view (as in the statement c 4 ) or as a CureQL query (in queries q 3 and q 4 ) satisfying the SOURCE KEY requirement. In query q 5 , if none of the attributes of r 2 (or r 3 )
is part of a SOURCE KEY, the entire scheme is treated as one.
The scope rule of SOURCE BEFORE subclause can be used in two interesting ways. First, the relations in the FROM clause in query q 3 do not range over the SOURCE BEFORE subclause as it appeared before the FROM clause, and thus the use of tuple variables in the CureQL queries in SOURCE BEFORE subclause has no effect. Second, in the query q 4 , the relation Interaction has scope over the SOURCE BEFORE subclause that follows the FROM clause and thus influences the selection of the experts in SOURCE subclause based on the species value for the first curator set in the order.
Thus, the the use of CLUSTER modifier before the SOURCE BEFORE subclause in GROUP BY clause forces assigning potentially different sets of curator hierarchies for every group partitioned by the GROUP BY statement. However, note that the SOURCE clause cannot be used in both USING and GROUP BY clauses simultaneously. Finally, in order to deal with uncertainties of long crowd response delay and potentially large volumes, CureQL supports the LIMIT option slightly differently than Qurk [16] . CureQL query q 4 specifies a time limit of t units, and a maximum number of k rows although, in principle, a crowd query posed can be indefinite aiming to collect rows perpetually.
CrowdCure System Architecture
The overall architecture of CrowdCure system is shown in figure 5 . In this architecture, we leverage an eIST query processor, which in turn is built as a front-end to a relational query engine, and a relational storage system. Essentially this means that all eIST tables and queries are mapped onto a relational schema for the SQL engine to manage and process. The source vector manipulation and reliability assignment component of a query are managed by the the eIST engine orthogonally by using a separate system index for source information called the Curator Index. User queries are submitted via the CureQL User Interface to the eIST Query Engine transparently of the back-end eIST system after they are preprocessed using the CureQL Interpreter and translated using the CureQL-eIST Translator. We briefly describe the CureQL Query Processor implementation in the next few sections that are unique to CrowdCure system.
CureQL Query Processor Implementation
To process CureQL queries, we implement a minimally invasive stack of two native query processors -the eIST Query Processor and the SQL Engine. anytime and calculate a combined credibility giving higher weight to Russ and Karen's inputs as they are at a strictly higher curation stratum. We adopted the first choice in the current version of CrowdCure system. Thus, depending on the use of the SOURCE BEFORE placement in the query, partition information and curator hierarchies are maintained for the entire duration of the query in coordination with the Curator Manager and Curator Index. Finally, the Crowd Query Manager handles the LIMIT options along with multi-table queries, CLUSTER SOURCE, curator hierarchy, and SOURCE KEY consistency enforcement in SOURCE BEFORE clause.
Query Processing
Since all tables in CrowdCure are essentially eIST tables (potentially with no Predict or Archive components), no queries are processed directly by the SQL Engine, and so we are able to classify a query into a purely eIST query (with no crowd columns in any tables) or a CureQL query (with having at least one crowd column). Since eventually all queries are translated into eIST queries by the CureQL-eIST Translator or are directly processed as eIST queries, there is no technical hurdle in preserving the intended semantics of CureQL through staged translation approach adopted. The reliability calculation of the tuples in the query view utilizes the reliability mapping algorithm based on the source credibility, which in turn depends on the past history of curation of the sources as outlined for the basic IST [27] and eIST [11] frameworks, as a final step. For the current version,
we have adopted a probabilistic model for reliability calculation, and different or even a parametric model [15] is equally possible.
Summary
Our goal in this paper was to introduce a novel hierarchical crowd curation system for fast moving, unreliable and very large PPI data sets. The motivation was to make the predicted data immediately available for use by the end users even before they are decisively cured. Based on multiple prototype implementations and trial runs, we have reasons to believe that this approach delivers more accurate curation with less effort. While limited types of queries are supported in the current prototypes, they supported ad hoc querying in a flexible way through a QBE type graphical interface. A full implementation of CrowdCure system is currently underway. Our ultimate goal is to use STRING [31] and DroID [20] as test cases and compare them with CrowdCure in terms of usability, accuracy, scale, curation delay or response time, and expressibility as a future research. This research also opens up a new dimension in crowd computing and novel HIT management interface design that we also plan to pursue.
